Text analytics is one of the growing fields of interest from the scientific and the business communities in recent times.In this paper a new framework is introduced which consists of six elements for presenting a structured and organized form of describing any opinionated sentiment. The basic elements of this frameworkare opinion holder, an entity which is the intended target of the opinion, time of the expressed opinion, sentiment of the opinion, aspect or attribute of the opinion and representation of the opinion. This framework has been constructed keeping in mind the importance of the influence an opinion can inflict in the minds of those to whom the opinion is expressed by the opinion maker. The framework has been assumed from the perspective of the potential influence an opinion can have on the receivers of the opinion. The proposed framework is more improved than other existing works done so far.
INTRODUCTION
One of the prime objectives for the study of text analytics attempts to understand these patterns in day to day communications. One of the most observable trends of social network is that people manages to influence others with their ideas, judgments and opinions. Understanding influence through the expression of online subjective comments is an important problem in the realm of text analytics. It is important to analyse potential factors which play an important role behind how any potential idea would gain influence in a social sphere. This paperintroduces this particular framework keeping in mind the potential influence the opinion can have from those who experience this particular opinion. This workassumes that an opinionis represented either egoistically or intelligently. By egoistic representation of the opinion the work understands that the opinion which is expressed based upon a particular person's bias, personal belief, likings or feelings without expressing the clear logic or reason in support of his viewpoint. So for example when an opinion maker states that "I feel the book is bad" here the assumption is that the person is stating his egoistical feeling about the subject without providing the necessary reason for his emotions. Whereas in the intelligent representation of opinion consists of those opinions whereby the holder of the opinion includes a particular reason for his liking or disliking of a particular subject. For example, when the person opines that "I believe the book is bad because the prose is boring", we recommend classifying this particular opinionated expression as intelligent representation since this opinionated representation includes a very specific reason part behind his stated emotion towards the subject. Now the intelligent representation can be explicit when the person uses words "because", "so", "therefore" to specifically distinguish the reason part from that of the opinion part whereas there are explicit intelligent representations whereby the reason or logic behind the person's opinion tends to be implicit for example "you can invest in the car ; it's mileage is great." Here though the opinionated expression is explicit intelligent representation since no specific word such as because, since, therefore has been used in this context. The work observes that both egoistically as well as intelligent representation of the human opinion can be influential in specific circumstances. The framework has been deliberated with sentence level data.
RELATED WORKS
The research community has been working on studying different aspects of social media for the past few years. Wiebe, Bruce and O'Hara [4] came up with the idea of classifying the opinionated expressions into positive, negative or neutral classes. Liu [1] , [2] , [3] proposed the organization of an opinion into five specific parts which are the target of the opinion, the aspect of the target on which the opinion has been expressed, opinion holder, the time in which the opinion has been expressed and opinion sentiment. Our work is different from these works since these works primarily consider opinion from the point of view of the opinionated expression whereas our framework is based upon how an opinion is expressed from the viewpoint of the opinion's potential influence towards the particular work. This is why we propose the six tuple framework whereby we improve upon Bing Liu's work by expanding the definition of the opinion to include the way the opinion has been represented to the outside world for understanding the opinion's potential influence. Arjun Chaudhury [5] came up with the concept of the rationally evaluated opinion and emotionally evaluated opinion whereby he argues that human beings evaluate an opinion in two ways. The emotionally evaluated opinion is expressed based upon the feelings of the opinion holder and the rationally evaluated opinions are based upon their real world utilitarian experiences with that particular product. Our work is distinct from this work that our framework considers the opinion from the opinion's potential influence of the same instead of the emotional motivation behind the opinion.
Gain ratio has been a very prominent technology for feature selection for text classification. Morariu et al. [6] used gain ratio for improving accuracy and they achieved more than 90 percent accuracy with only less than 25 percent features. Zia et al [7] used naïve bayes alongside gain ratio for feature selection for urdu text categorization. Phayung et al. [8] used chi-square technique and got more than ninety percent accuracy in text classification. Debole and Sebastiani [10] used supervised term auditing for automated text categorization. Ikonomakis et al. [11] used a cumulative technique for text classification. Karegowda et al. [12] used correlation and gain ratio for feature selection. Nicolosi emphasizes the usage of gain ratio for text classification [13] . Singh et al. [14] used gini coefficient for online text classification. Shang et al. [15] used a novel technique called maximizing global information gain for text classification. Yang and Pedersen [16] with their comparative study on text categorization outlined gain ratio as a prominent feature selection technique.
Novovicova [17] et al., used improved mutual information for text categorization feature selection. Rogati and Yang [18] used naïve bayes alongside information gain feature discrimination technique for high-performance text classification. Patil and Mohammad [19] used rough set theory for improving accuracy for text categorization. Zhaouhui et al. [20] used gain ratio for imbalanced data.
PROPOSED WORK
Our framework considers an opinion to be made of six elements which can be represented in the format of (ei, aij, sijkl, hk, tl ,ri) In the framework , ei is an entity which is the main target of the opinion , aij is the particular attribute of the entity upon which the opinion has been expressed , sijkl is the particular sentiment which has been expressed about the particular entity and the sentiment is positive or negative about the particular entity, hk is the holder of the particular opinion, tl is the particular time when the opinion has been expressed and ,ri represents the way opinion holder chooses to represent the opinion to others. We assume that the first five elements of an opinionated expression are known to us whereas our primary interest lies in classifying the six-th element of the framework which happens to be the classification of the opinionated expression into two classes i.e. emotional and intelligent.
Algorithm for Classifying the Opinions
Algorithm for deriving the representation of the opinion considers that the intelligent opinions have two distinct parts which are a personal expression part (I detest this coffee) and a logic or reason part (if it tastes so bitter). Whereas the emotional opinions only consist of the personal expression part i.e. (I love this coffee.) which only represents the personal expression part.So the algorithm for deriving opinion representation classes (1) For any given opinionated sentence, deconstruct it into a decision tree structure whereby the root node of the tree is the personal expression part of the opinion and the reason part(s) should be considered as the child nodes.
(2) If the tree structure has only the root node then consider the opinionated statement as an emotional opinion.
(3) If the tree structure has both the root node and the child node(s) then consider the opinionated statement as an intelligent opinion.
Let us consider two opinionated expressions i.e. "I love this book." And "I love this book because the story is good". The first opinionated expression is: "I love this book". Now since in this case there is no specific reason given behind the opinionated expression according to algorithm, there is only emotional part involved and we are unable to form any child node and thereby we classify the representation the opinion as of "emotional". In the second opinionated expression we find that there is both a reason part as well as an emotional part expressed by the opinion maker and thus the representation behind this particular opinion can be expressed as "intelligent". Statement 6: It is a myopic view of history, claiming that the social policies of the Great Society in the 1960s were responsible for the moral decay of the American public.
Now after applying the above algorithm to the below statements, we get the following outcomes. The Deconstructed tree:
Even worse than The Bell Curve.
This was an incredibly frustrating book.
His analysis and recommendations seem deeply blinkered
Murray looks at only part of what happened in America during the half-century covered in the book Classification outcome: Since there is a root node and a child node present in the deconstructed tree, the opinion representation should be classified as intelligent.
Statement 5: The bad news: he thinks this happened--in part-because the working class got indolent.
The Deconstructed tree:
Classification outcome: Since there is a root node and a child node present in the deconstructed tree, the opinion representation should be classified as intelligent.
RESULTS
We have implemented the proposed methods and tested on data set obtained from goodreads.com book review website for the book "Coming apart" by Charles Murray. For the framework there was a human inter-annotator agreement whereby we decided to settle that a particular set of keywords and presence/absence of these keywords. This framework restricts our work to specifically those opinionated expressions which are explicitly intelligent. These keywords are Keywords Because , so , and
Our methodology employs the usage of machine learning algorithms i.e. the Random Forest and the conditional probability based algorithm Naïve Bayes. We concentrate on using keywords because, so, and as features for the machine learning algorithm. While pre-processing of data we tend to include those sentences as our training and test data which includes the keywords because, so, and, thus we are able to use these sentences also as part of our training data. We use Weka 3.6.9 data mining tool for our data analysis and results verification and we tried decision-stomp classifier and traditional naïve Bayes classifier for our purpose.
Feature Discriminators
For feature discrimination the work utilizes two wellrenowned feature discriminating items such as Information gain and gain ratio.
Information gain
The information gain attribute can be expressed as ← 1 − .
Whereas
. represents entropy for each individual word.On the other hand Entropy can be represented as 
A=
The work proceeds to prepare rankings based upon the information gain for all the attributes (the value is usually less than 1) to use this measure in classification techniques. The classification techniques which use this attribute are J48, random forest, K-nearest neighbour, naive bayes and SVM, respectively.
Let
be the set of all attributes and the set of all training examples, ( , )with ∈ defines the value of a specific example for attribute ∈ , specifies the entropy. The information gain for an attribute ∈ is defined as follows:
The bad news He thinks this happened--in part--because the working class got indolent.
